Abstract-Two radix-2 families of fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms that have the property that both inputs and outputs are addressed in natural order are derived in this letter. The algorithms obtained have the same complexity that Cooley-Tukey radix-2 algorithms but avoid the bit-reversal ordering applied to the input. These algorithms can be thought as a variation of the radix-2 Cooley-Tukey ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE discrete fast Fourier transform was first discovered by Gauss [1] and rediscovered by Cooley and Tukey [2] in the 1960s. Due to its importance in engineering, many algorithms have been derived since the 1960s, and there is an extensive bibliography concerning this field. There are algorithms referred to as higher radix [3] , [4] , mixed-radix [5] , prime-factor [6] , [19] , Winograd [7] , split-radix [8] , [9] , [20] , [21] , identical geometry from stage-to-stage FFT [12] , recursive [10] , combination of decimation-in-time and the decimation-in-frequency [11] , among many variants. Reference [13] provides an interesting overview on the state of the art of FFT. Matrix representations for FFT and some tendencies in the field of fast discrete signal transforms are found in [14] - [18] . One of the interests in FFT research algorithms is to reduce its arithmetic complexity by minimizing the total number of real multiplications and additions as has been done recently in [21] , although actual performance of FFT on computers is determined by many other factors such as cache or central processing unit pipeline optimization. In practice, many FFT algorithms need some input or output data permutation, bit-reversal ordering being the one that most frequently appears. Although bit-reversal ordering seems simple, some recent improvements can be found in [22] - [27] . In [28] , there are two flow graphs for eight point FFT sorted algorithms according to Stockham. In [28] , the authors change the Cooley-Tukey flow graphs to obtain the other algorithms presented in it by applying flow graph transform rules; it is a method which is easy only in some cases and above all when the flow graph has reduced dimensions. The Stockham algorithms are not derived in [28] [29] , they were proposed to be used in vector processors. Reference [30] compiles the actualized know-how about FFTs using a common matrix-vector notation under a computational framework. In this letter, two recursive properties are presented involving matrix and not reported before. By iterating them and with some algebra, the sorted radix-2 algorithms are easily obtained. These properties can be extended to obtain higher radix factorizations or combined with other recursive properties.
II. USED NOTATION
In this section, we briefly present the used notation. Since we always deal with square matrices in what follows, an square matrix is denoted by a bold capital letter with subscript N. In this letter, the number N is a power of two. The elements of matrix positioned at the row and the column are denoted by . Sometimes we will use the notation . A column vector is represented by a bold small letter and, since its length can always be known from the context in this letter, its subscript indicates the position of the column in a matrix. The identity matrix is denoted by , and it can be written by its column vectors as . With , we denote the zero matrix. An even-odd permutation matrix in terms of vectors takes the form . We will sometimes find useful to divide a given matrix into submatrices. The symbol stands for the right Kronecker product and, for arbitrary square matrices and , the Kronecker product is an matrix that can be written using the elements of matrix as (1) Most of the times, we will use the Kronecker product to show a particular matrix structure. Next, we recall some useful properties involving the Kronecker product. We have 
Being the ordered input vector, the ordered transformed vector is obtained by performing the operation . As we know, a fast algorithm can be thought as a sparse factorization of the transform matrix in which the new organization of operations reduces the complexity of the direct full matrix vector multiplication problem (of order ) drastically (to order ). However, as a result of computing the FFT in terms of sparse factors, the output vector appears disordered. In most applications, the order must be re-established by performing a permutation of the elements. The most common permutation appeared in FFT algorithms is the bit-reversal one which is simple to perform by hardware. In some algorithms, the permutation is applied at the input, and in others, it is applied at the output. Our goal is to obtain factorizations that avoid the reordering operation. To do this, we introduce the next two recursion properties involving matrix and matrix . Let denote the matrix defined by (6) where (7) is a diagonal matrix. Matrix can also be written as (8) being (9) Then, we have
We will obtain two sets of solutions, one from (10) and another from (11) .
A. First Set of Solutions
The first set of factorizations comes from expression (10) taken into account that can be written as (12) then, by means of (10) and (12), we can write as (13) Using property (3), the next factor from (13) can be reorganized in the following way: (14) and, from property (2), being, , becomes
The same process could be repeated introducing again expression (10), particularized now for , in (15) . By the repetition of the same operations, the factorization finishes when is reached. The full factorization takes the form (16) with factors (stages) taking the form (17) Note that in (16) , the results are presented in an ordered form and no permutation matrices appear at the beginning or at the end of the factor chain.
1) Example:
As an example, let us consider ; then, from (16), we have where and Note that all three sparse matrices in the example compute two outputs from only two input elements. This basic operation is called (radix-2) butterfly, and it is represented graphically in Fig. 1 .
Note also in the same matrices that the indices of the nonzero elements give the interconnection pattern among inputs and outputs stage-to-stage (or factor to factor) seeing that the input is needed to calculate the output. Fig. 2 stands for the interconnection pattern of the example in terms of butterflies. Fig. 3 , for the same example, shows the signal flow diagram in which the operations are explicitly indicated in order to realize that such factorizations could have an efficient implementation also in terms of multiplication operations.
B. Second Set of Solutions
The second set of factorizations that produces results in an ordered form comes from expression (11) . Matrix can be written as (19) And, in the same way as in the previous section, introducing (19) in (11), we have (20) Then, using also the properties (3) and (2), the factor of the right-hand side of (20) can be reorganized as follows: (21) to obtain (22) The same steps can be repeated now for using (11) . By iterating the process, the factorization will be finished when matrix is reached. The full factorization of the second solution takes the form (23) 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Two radix-2 families of factorizations that have the property that both inputs and outputs are addressed in natural order are derived in this letter. These algorithms can be thought of as variations of the Cooley-Tukey radix-2 ones. Their computational complexity in terms of floating-point operations is the same as a well-programmed Cooley-Tukey-type algorithm because the same number of multiplications and additions are involved, but the algorithms presented avoid the bit-reversed ordering applied at the input or at the output samples. To have an idea of different bit-reversed algorithms and its complexity, see references [22] - [27] . The strategy presented to obtain the factorizations is based on a recursive property relating matrix and that opens the possibility of deriving sorted radix-4, -8, or -16 algorithms taking advantage of its efficiency in terms of algebraic complexity.
